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Futsal Laws of the Game Quick Guide














5 players on the field a maximum of 7 per squad.
Substitutes - player must come off, before the
substitute goes on.
Unlimited amount of substitutions allowed during
the game.
Matches will be 30 Minutes per half on a
continuous clock.
The ball must go forward from kick off.
Players cannot shoot directly from kick off.
No throw ins, kick in only, Ball MUST be
stationary on the line and up to 25cm behind the
line
4 seconds to take kick ins, corners, free kicks or
goal clearances.
Players must be 5m away on kick ins, corners
and free kicks.
Goalkeeper must throw the ball from within his
goal area from a goal clearance.
Goalkeeper has 4 seconds to throw the ball out
from a goal clearance
Goalkeeper has only 4 seconds on the ball in his
own half.

















Goalkeeper cannot receive the ball back from a
goal clearance until the ball has touched an
opponent.
Goalkeeper is allowed 5m off his line on 10m
penalties.
Goalkeeper must be on his line for 6m penalties.
Goalkeeper cannot pick the ball up when the ball
is played back to him from his teammate.
There are NO sliding tackles.
No ball height restrictions.
No time outs
If a penalty is given it is taken from the 6m spot.
If the ball hits the ceiling a kick in is awarded to
the opposing team in line with where the ball
struck the ceiling.
Each team is allowed 5 direct fouls per half after
that the opposing team is awarded a 10m penalty
for every foul committed after the 5th.
You will receive a yellow/red card for the same as
11-a-side
If you receive a red card you must leave the pitch
immediately.
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